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Sails.js Essentials
Key FeaturesGain expertise in building
web apps with Sails.jsDevelop apps such
as real-time chat app and more in no
timeHelps you understand how MVC
framework works in Node.js and how to
make
it
work
for
youBook
DescriptionSails.js makes it easy to build
custom, enterprise-grade Node.js apps. It is
designed to emulate the familiar MVC
pattern of frameworks, but with support for
the requirements of modern apps:
data-driven APIs with a scalable,
service-oriented architecture.This book will
provide practical examples to get you
started with Sails.js and get you develop
production-ready apps in no time. We will
take you from a Node.js web server and
single threading system to a general MVC
architecture. You will then learn to develop
applications that you might be already
familiar with using Sails.js. Finally, we
will show you how to create a chat app and
a to-do application, and improve code
quality using JSHINT and JSCS.What you
will learnFind out to quick-start Sails.js
and
develop
production-ready
appsUnderstand how to apply the MVC
model of software development in Node.js
using Sails.jsDiscover how to write quality
code using Sails.jsIntegrate third-party
APIs and databases such Mongo and
MySQL in Sails.jsGet to know the
advantages and importance of the MVC
framework in software developmentAbout
the AuthorShaikh Shahid has been a
product developer for over two years. He
has the experience of working on Node.js
for more than two years. He loves to spread
the word about Node.js and its various
packages via his programming blog.
Shahid is also very interested in software
architecture and design and loves to
develop software system from the
core.When he is not playing with Node.js
or helping people, he watches movies,
reads books, or travels to Goa.Table of
ContentsRevisiting
Node.js
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ConceptsDeveloping
Node.js
Web
ServerIntroduction to Sails.js and MVC
ConceptsDeveloping REST API Using
Sails.jsBuild a Chat System Using
Sails.jsBuilding a Real-Time News Feed
App Using Sails.jsCreating a TODO
Single-Page ApplicationSails.js Production
Checklist
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Essentials eBook: Shahid Shaikh: Amazon.in: Kindle Store Get up to speed with development with this fast-paced
tutorial About This Book * Gain expertise in building web apps with Sails.js * Develop apps such Essentials eBook:
Shahid Shaikh: Amazon.co.uk: Kindle Store Buy Essentials by Shaikh Shahid (ISBN: 9781783554539) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Sails. js Essentials. (eBook, 2016) [] is a web framework
designed to help developers produce scalable production-ready web applications at a fast pace. It follows the familiar
Buy Essentials Book Online at Low Prices in India Sails.js Shaikh Shahid - Essentials jetzt kaufen. ISBN:
9781783554539, Fremdsprachige Bucher - Programmieren. Essentials - Google Books Result makes it easy to build
custom, enterprise-grade Node.js apps. It is designed to emulate the familiar MVC pattern of frameworks, but with
Essentials ebook3000 Essentials, 9781783554546, available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.
Essentials - Ebooks makes it easy to build custom, enterprise-grade Node.js apps. It is designed to emulate the familiar
MVC pattern of frameworks, but with support for the Essentials - Shahid Shaikh - Haftad (9781783554539) Bokus
Essentials - Kindle edition by Shahid Shaikh. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
Use features like bookmarks, Essentials by Shaikh Shahid (2016-02-23) - Amazon.com Building REST API in Lets
create a new Sails.js project and develop our first Sails.js API. To create a new project, use the following command .
Essentials by Shaikh Shahid on iBooks - iTunes - Apple Get up to speed with development with this fast-paced
tutorial About This Book Gain expertise in building web apps with Sails.js Develop apps such as Essentials - Free
ebook download - Integrated Ebook Revisiting Concepts Node.jsthe game changer of server-side programmingis
becoming popular day by day Selection from Sails.js Essentials [Book] Essentials - Cumberland County Books
security checklist This is one of the important parts in the Sails.js application. Like I previously mentioned, Sails.js
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comes up with every possible piece of Essentials: Amazon.co.uk: Shaikh Shahid: 9781783554539 Preface.
Essentials will take you through the basics of Node.js and developing production-ready application in the Sails.js
framework. This book covers 3. Introduction to and MVC Concepts - Sails.js Essentials Key Features. Gain
services in development net apps with Develop apps comparable to real-time chat app and extra in no time Helps
Essentials : 9781783554546 - Book Depository Get up to speed with development with this fast-paced tutorial About
This Book Gain expertise in building web apps with Sails. Essentials - OReilly Media Creating a app In order to
create a new Sails app, just open your terminal and run the following command: sails create This will create a Selection Building REST API in - Sails.js Essentials [Book] Key Features. Gain expertise in building web apps with
Develop apps such as real-time chat app and more in no time Helps you understand how MVC Essentials: Get Up to
Speed With Sails.js Development With Pris: 307 kr. Haftad, 2016. Skickas inom 10-15 vardagar. Kop Essentials av
Shahid Shaikh hos Bokus.com. Creating a app - Sails.js Essentials [Book] - Buy Sails.js Essentials book online at
best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Sails.js Essentials book reviews & author details and more at Using Socket in Sails.js Essentials [Book] makes it easy to build custom, enterprise-grade Node.js apps. It is designed to emulate the
familiar MVC pattern of frameworks, but with Understanding directory structure of project - Sails.js Essentials by
Shaikh Shahid (2016-02-23) [Shaikh Shahid] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Essentials 1,
Shahid Shaikh, eBook - Amazon.com Get up to speed with development with this fast-paced tutorial. Essentials
PACKT Books - Packt Publishing Essentials [Book] - Safari Books Online Using Socket in Sails.js integrates
Socket by default and provides various wrapper functions to access or broadcast the Socket messages. If you like to 8.
Production Checklist - Sails.js Essentials [Book] Essentials [Shaikh Shahid] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Key Features Gain expertise in building web apps with Sails.js
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